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This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of
the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work is in the public domain
in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United
States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or
corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. Scholars believe, and we
concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made
generally available to the public. To ensure a quality reading experience, this work
has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly blends the
original graphical elements with text in an easy-to-read typeface. We appreciate
your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important
part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.

Mind Power
A long-awaited new edition of the seminal text on the spiritual system that is a
convergence of Gnosticism and Haitian voodoo, The Voudon Gnostic Workbook is a
singular sacred work that is comprehensive in scope -- from "how to be a lucky
Hoodoo" to how magick and voodoo intersect energetically, to esoteric time travel.
Complete with charts and graphs and instructive interdimensional physics, The
Voudon Gnostic Workbook is an "object of desire" among students of the occult.
Weiser's long-anticipated republication of this rare text will be an event in the
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annals of esoteric publishing, as the book itself is somewhat of an "unholy grail."
There are listservers devoted to it and much discussion of the mysteries held
within its pages. While The Voudon Gnostic Workbook has remained a controversial
book considered important for masters of metaphysics, it recently came into
popular culture and renewed popularity when Grant Morrison revealed it had been
the inspiration for his cult comics The Invisibles, using the cribbed time travel from
Bertiaux' s masterwork. Voodoo is not an evil religion and is much misunderstood.
It derives from the Dahomean Gods called the "Loa." Esoteric voodoo is actually a
highly practical procedure for leading us into making contact with the deepest
levels of our being and most ancient modes of consciousness. Michael Bertiaux's
Voudon Gnostic Workbook is the most comprehensive and illuminating
contemporary book on the subject. Launched out of a correspondence course and
series of classes for students and followers of Voudon Gnosticism and the OTO, this
seminal text is at once one of the most mysterious and magnificent of all esoteric
books.

Mind Power
Step-by-step instructions guide readers in inducing hypnosis and using the
techniques of self-hypnosis and posthypnotic suggestions to solve personal health
problems
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Mind Power
Learn to harness your spiritual and mental energy to acquire the tools for survival
and success in martial arts. In Mind Power: Secret Strategies for the Martial Arts,
Kazumi Tabata, Grandmaster in the Shotokan and Shorinji styles of Karate, offers
his personal teachings as to how martial arts students can reach the point where
time seems to slow down, quick movements are seen in slow motion, and the full
potential of one's inner power can be harnessed. Chapters include: Strategy—basic
physical and mental approaches to combat Basic Laws of the Mind and Body—How
to harness and maximize the power of one's mind and body Strategy of a Virtuous
Man—How, with honorable approaches, to approach and win confrontations How to
Interpret Your Mind—Insights into our mind's workings Words and Deeds of a
Virtuous Man—Approaches and actions of a man seeking higher ground Strategy of
the Mind—Best application of our cognitive instincts The Law of Anger and the Law
of Snapping—How anger manifests and how to work with it How to Interpret
Wavelengths—Insight into understanding others Strategy of Mu—How to build
upon a very Eastern approach; the concept of emptiness The Pinnacle of Spiritual
Attainment—Translations and interpretations of ancient writings The Heart of
Sutra—Translations and interpretations of ancient writings

Subconscious Mind Power
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Why Being Smart is Not an Accident And How to Use Your Brain Correctly For Peak
Success

Mind Power
For years, athletes, entertainers, executives and politicians have used techniques
of self-hypnosis and self-relaxation. Now these methods are explained for
everyone, in order to promote healing, alleviate pain, enhance sex lives and much
more.

Boost Your Brain Power in 60 Seconds
Memory improvement & thinking techniques.

Human Mind Power
Edwards' techniques are a student's guide to sure school success.

MIND POWER (Complete Edition)
Learn how you can double your mind power and use it for everything from healing
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yourself or others to developing psychic powers. The Truth About Mind Power
shows you how to safely and easily: • Enhance self-esteem and reach the creative
state • Program your subconscious mind for success • Increase memory and
double your mind power • Bring about genius states

Instant Mind Power
Dr. Joseph Murphy, one of the world’s best-known authorities on the power of the
subconscious mind, shows readers not only how to unleash this power, but how to
harness it and effectively use it to change their lives. Murphy provides
revolutionary mind-focusing techniques that have helped countless thousands
discover the laws of cosmic mind power and apply them to their daily lives.
Combining the insights of world religion with the discoveries of modern
psychology, readers will reach new levels of spiritual understanding that will allow
them to bring forth new health, new happiness, new prosperity, and a wonderful
new life of inner fulfillment. Packed with examples of actual success stories,
readers learn how they can change themselves from within to overcome illness,
find love, increase their business by 300%, and advance to executive career
positions. Fully updated to reflect the sensibilities of the 21st century, this revised
edition of a self-help classic is the key to overcoming the psychological barriers
that stand in the way of greater material, spiritual, and emotional wealth.
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The Amazing Laws of Cosmic Mind Power
This is the amazing follow up book after the original classic "Mega Brain"
revolutionized the mind tech in USA and around the world. The book is still the
single best resource for anyone interested in discovering how to benefit from the
original research. It includes many topics from sports to intelligence, from sex to
healing, from biofeedback to re-scripting. TABLE OF CONTENTS INTRODUCTION
ONE: The Brain Revolution In Search of Tools for Waking Up TWO: Peak
Performance Brain Waves THREE: Whole-Brain Power FOUR: Working Out In the
Brain Gym: The New Science of Brain Growth and Mind Fitness FIVE: Taking
Charge: Biofeedback and Brain Power SIX: Sound: The Heartbeat of Life SEVEN:
Light Power EIGHT: The Technicolor Symphony: Orchestrating Your Brain with Light
and Sound NINE: Electric Brain Power: Recharging the Batteries TEN: Motion and
the Brain ELEVEN: Supercharging Your Senses: Acoustic Field Generators TWELVE:
Sounds of Silence, Visions from the Void: Reduced Stimulation THIRTEEN: Changing
Channels: Brain Tuning and State Change FOURTEEN: Deep Relaxation on
Command FIFTEEN: Beyond Relaxation: Self-Hypnosis and Suggestion SIXTEEN:
Seeing in the Mind's Eye: Visualization SEVENTEEN: Deep Self: Exploration and
Transformation EIGHTEEN: REscriptING NINETEEN: Your Tools for Superintelligence
TWENTY: Becoming the Ultimate Athlete TWENTY-ONE: The Mental Edge: Peak
Performance and the Inner Game TWENTY-TWO: Brain-Powered Sex TWENTYTHREE: Creativity TWENTY-FOUR: Awakening and Transcendence: TechnoPage 7/26
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Shamanism and the Democratization of Bliss TWENTY-FIVE: Riding the Big Wave:
Ultradian Rhythms and Mind Machines TWENTY-SIX: Full-Speed Recovery: Ending
Addiction and Substance Abuse TWENTY-SEVEN: Your High-Tech Weight-Loss
System TWENTY-EIGHT: Free At Last: Ending Anxiety, Depression and Phobias
TWENTY-NINE: Ending the Reign of Pain THIRTY: From Learning Disabilities to
Learning Superabilities THIRTY-ONE: Supercharging Your Immune System THIRTYTWO: Brain Power Nutrients THIRTY-THREE: the smart drug revolution cognitionenhancement drugs and peak performance pills THIRTY-FOUR: Using Smart Drugs
with Mind Machines bibliography RESOURCES

Mind Power
A new disease is emerging as the leading killer of North Americans: Scientists are
predicting that within 8 years, brain disease will kill or disable more people than
cancer and heart disease combined. Given this shocking new research, we urgently
need to know how to protect and improve our brain health. In Boost Your Brain
Power in 60 Seconds, Dr. Michelle Schoffro Cook aims to turn this prediction around
with her prescriptive-and proven-plan. Several years ago, Dr. Cook was in a terrible
car accident in which she suffered a brain injury, resulting in cognitive impairment,
partial paralysis in her left arm, and severe migraines. Utilizing her expertise in
natural medicine, Dr. Cook developed a program that improved her memory, cured
her migraines, and reversed her arm paralysis. After her recovery, she continued
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to research natural methods to improve memory, reduce memory loss, and
prevent degenerative brain diseases. This 4-week plan is filled with fun, doable tips
you can execute in just 60 seconds a day, including 50 delicious recipes featuring
brain-boosting super foods, success stories, and a self-assessment quiz.

The Hidden Powers of Mind: Unlocking the Secrets of Mental
Power and Subconscious Mind
Apply the power of mental imaging to visualize your way to success in your work,
business, and personal life. Use the techniques in this book to set goals and
achieve them, increase your energy, reduce stress and anxiety, improve your
relationships, and more. Here are just a few of the scores of mental imaging
techniques to improve your chances for success: 4 Ways to Overcome Stress and
Tension in the Workplace-and Get More Done in Less Time 2 Simple Techniques to
Increase Energy and Overcome Fatigue-Tackle and Master Even the Toughest Jobs
5 Key Ways to Increase Your Confidence and Feelings of Self-Esteem to Achieve
Greater Success More Quickly 3 Mental Imaging Techniques That Improve Your
Memory and Your Ability to Concentrate An Easy Way to Create the Personality and
Self-Image That Can Propel You to Success in Your Field Improve a Rocky or
Unsatisfactory Relationship with Your Boss or Co-Workers-And Land a Promotion
and Substantial Raise in the Process Increase Your Creativity to Come Up with More
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Productive Ideas Improve Your Ability to Brainstorm to Solve the Most Complex
Problems Eliminate Your Bad Habits at Work and at Home And More

Unleash Your Subconscious Mind Power: 8 Habits of The
Mindynamics System Practitioners
Many people have been trying to explain the power of the subconscious mind
through books and seminars for more than a century. Different writers approached
this subject at different angles and most of them did not achieve their expected
results as most readers did not really understand the concept or were not really
convinced with what they have read. This book comes with a unique intention of
helping you to achieve anything you really want and equally important, getting rid
of anything you do not want. This is done by optimizing your subconscious mind
power through The Mindynamics System. During those years of application and
practice, I have managed to find out more about the subconscious mind: what
works and what doesn't; and why. I have also created The Mindynamics System
that explains clearly why and how the subconscious mind works. The theories and
techniques I have covered in this book do aligned with what "The Secret" and "The
Law of Attraction" teach. There may be some differences in techniques and
perspectives; but the principles are the same. I have found the codeword for
motivation and I am now sharing with you. With the new challenges in the 21st
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century, I believe the codeword for motivation — The Subconscious Mind will be
the deciding factor for success as the subconscious mind does magic and create
miracles. With this book, I will show you the techniques to unleash the power of
your subconscious mind through The Mindynamics System. You will be able to BE
YOUR BEST and achieve your goals. Be pleasantly rewarded, as the results you
attain are fast, efficient and permanent.

Secrets of Mind Power
Mind Power
Mind Power for Children
One in ten Americans has some degree of thyroid imbalance, and even mild
imbalances can cause mental and emotional symptoms. Thyroid Mind Power
pinpoints the connection between thyroid imbalance and conditions such as
depression, anxiety, irritability, and more, offering hope for millions who are
suffering from improper diagnosis and medication. The authors of the bestselling
Thyroid Power, Richard Shames, MD, and his wife, Karilee, a holistic nurse, have
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been treating patients with this program for over 25 years. Their program shows
readers how to: • Uncover a hidden cause for mental symptoms • Discover the
best treatments for each Mind type, such as moody, edgy, foggy, or sleepy •
Obtain the most effective cure, with recommendations for common prescription
drugs (not antidepressants), natural remedies, vitamins, and supplements Armed
with the Shameses' advice and recommendations, readers will be able to
participate more actively in their health care and find relief for these common and
widespread conditions.

Mind Power
SUBCONSCIOUS MIND POWER INTO THE 21st CENTURY, by MISS ANAM LIAQAT is a
short self help book to inspire, motivate, and inform you about the hidden treasure
of your subconscious mind power. That you can use your mind techniques to get
everything you want in your life. Whatever you think you can or think you can't,
you're right So why not think you can? Yes you can, do not underestimate your
subconscious mind power, instead unleash full potential of your subconscious
mind. why you do not think about success. Why not fill your head with thoughts of
success, power, health, wealth, and achievement? Why not create a clear mental
picture of what you want in life, and then constantly focus upon it until it's yours?
This is what all of history's greatest achievers have done, and you can do it, too!
That's really what this book is all about. It's about using mental techniques to
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create a clear vision for what you want in life. And by constantly reinforcing that
vision, you get closer and closer to achieving it each day. Your actions may change
a little, or you may not give up so easily, or you may start to believe and feel that
you really can get what you want. But whatever the method, sooner or later, with
enough desire and faith, you'll have it.

The Dynamic Power of the Inner Mind
Mega Brain Power
Initiate Positive Changes in Your Life Through Creative Visualization and the
Spiritual Power of Your Mind "Everything begins and is created in the realm of the
mind. You cannot think and feel in the same old mental and emotional patterns
and expect changes to take place in your life. "Affirmations create oneness with
the God Power in your mind and allow the God Power to flow through and into your
daily activities. Feel the spiritual power, a higher power of your mind at work,
activating psychic, mental, and spiritual laws into motion for the realization of the
affirmation you give to yourself. "Look to your inner, higher universal mind to guide
you and give you the answers as to how to go about making positive changes in
your life. Contacting higher spiritual consciousness within yourself, through
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affirmations, opens your conscious mind to being a part of the process of God's
Mind. This gives you the mental perspective to see beyond the illusionary
blockages of any present condition, so that you may travel an open, mental road
that is filled with opportunity." - Dr. Paul Leon Masters

The Voudon Gnostic Workbook
The main point of this book is to let you realize the power of your mind with
regards to attaining what you've always wanted. Remember that your mind has
the ability to make things possible if you are just willing to take the necessary
actions. Meaning, the things you've always wanted are already in your mind. This
is the reason why your mind and body should be in synchronicity to fulfill the
things you wanted in life.

The Power of Your Subconscious Mind
Quick Overview of What You Will Learn 1. How To Set Powerful Focus Goals For
Learning Discover the Strategic Learning Process Why you need to set long-term
goals and constantly be thinking about the future Implement the 6 Steps in
Organizing and processing your goals What is the KEY difference between longterm goals and short-term goals 2. Increase Your Focus When Learning What are
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the MAJOR 8 Strategies to Dramatically improve your concentration Have exclusive
access to 8 of the MOST EFFECTIVE Concentration Exercises How to maintain your
focus and ELIMINATE all the distractions from your life Top 8 benefits of having a
better concentration when learning 3. The Power Of Discipline In Your Life How to
Eliminate Distractions and minimize Multitasking How to develop a strong sense of
discipline and focus Discover 6 Techniques that will help you sustaining the correct
habits 5 Tips for optimizing the habits and discipline in your life 4. How To Improve
Your Brain Power What is the Life-Style to create a powerful mind 7 habits of mind
and foundational concepts that will serve you for a lifetime How to align your focus
habits with your goals What are the 5 biggest mistakes when aligning your mind
habits to your goals 5. How To Use Your Concentration At Work How to acquire and
grow skills using How to search for feedback frequently How to overcome
challenges at work ORDER NOW!

Total Mind Power
Anecdote rich and illustrated with delightful cartoons, this invaluable book brims
with innovative and practical ways to solve the problems of growing up. The
insightful advice is drawn from the "Positive Start" program pioneered 25 years
ago by John Kehoe.
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Mind Power: How to Change Reality in Your Favor
Magic of Mind Power
Maximise Your Will To Win The Little Book of Mind-Power reveals how you can
develop and super-charge your own will to win. Every page you turn will energise
you with a new confidence and determination. Its internationally celebrated author
has been acclaimed for his phenomenal Mind-Power which can bend and twist
spoons and repair clocks! As Geller himself says, "In the world`s most famous
laboratories, I have explored psychokinesis, telepathy, even teleportation - and I
am convinced of one thing. I am not unique. We all have these powers." Now, Uri
Geller teaches us how we can tap into the hidden strengths each one of us
possesses and explore our highest individual potential. Pick up this little book to
discover: Uri's 6 Gifts from the Gods Top 10 Secrets for beating set-backs The
Secret Switch that turns off stress How Positive Thinking can overcome any
obstacle How to super-charge your willpower and more! Packed with inspirational
thoughts and invigorating techniques, this little book contains novel meditation
techniques along with specially-chosen colours that can promote natural healing,
increase your energy levels, induce mental calm and more! If you believe in the
immense power of the human mind to achieve whatever it desires, then Uri
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Geller's Little Book of Mind-Power is meant for you!

Mind Power
Atkinson's work is widely considered as one of the best among the New Thought
publications. All his lessons are funneling into one big aim: how mind can conquer
matter. Learn how to train and improve your mind and to train your new powers.
Contents: Foreword. Chapter I. The Mental-Dynamo Chapter II. The Nature Of MindPower Chapter III. Mentative Induction Chapter IV. Mental Magic In Animal Life
Chapter V. Mental Magic In Human Life Chapter VI. The Mentatitve Poles Chapter
VII. Desire And Will In Fable Chapter VIII. Mind-Power In Action Chapter IX. Personal
Magnetism Chapter X. Examples Of Dynamic Mentation Chapter XI. Dynamic
Individuality Chapter XII. Mental Atmosphere Chapter XIII. Channels Of Influence
Chapter XIV. Instruments Of Expression Chapter XV. Using The Mentative
Instruments Chapter XVI. Mental Suggestion Chapter XVII. Four Kinds Of
Suggestion Chapter XVIII. How Suggestion Is Used Chapter XIX. Induced
Imagination Chapter XX. Induced Imagination In India Chapter XXI. The Ocean Of
Mind-Power Chapter XXII. A Glimpse Of The Occult World Chapter XXIII. Self
Protection Chapter XXV. Mental Therapeutics Chapter XXVI. Mental Healing
Methods Chapter XXVII. Mental Architecture Chapter XXVIII. Making Over Oneself
Chapter XXIX. Mind-Building
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Llewellyn's Truth About Mind Power
Do you wish you had the power to change and improve your life, be more
confident, and increase your creativity?You have that power inside you, but you've
never been taught how to use it.Professional success, self confidence, good health
and so much more can all be yours. Mind Power will teach you how to achieve the
good things in life by showing you how to harness the extraordinary power of your
subconscious mind. Use simple self hypnosis techniques to: ⁃ Make positive
changes in your life. ⁃ Boost your self-confidence and self-esteem. ⁃ Develop an
excellent memory and increase your creativity. ⁃ Become healthy and strengthen
your immune system. ⁃ Control bad habits - and stop yourself from smoking! ⁃
Improve your personal relationships and sex life. ⁃ Enjoy a healthy and energetic
lifestyle.Mind Power is a practical book for everyone who wants to maximize their
potential and take charge of their own destiny.

"Mind-power" While You Sleep
Drawing together threads from hypnotherapy, behavioural science, Zen, Sufism
and esoteric Christianity, Duncan McColl weaves them into a practical self-help
guide to the immense potential of the human mind.
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Subconscious Mind Power Into the 21st Century
Take control of your mind, change your thinking and create a future of success.
Mind Power is literally packed with power; the power to take full control of your
mind, your emotions and your life. Your mind and the way you think informs
absolutely everything you feel, do and say. Imagine how effectively you could
command and influence the direction of your life if you knew how to control the
power of your mind. Learn to take control of fear and anxiety; improve all the
relationships in your personal and business life; harness the full power of your
memory, logic and analytical skills; be more persuasive, influential and impactful;
and open your mind to a 'can-do' attitude. Anything is possible. You're held back
only by the limits of your mind. At work and in your personal life, Mind Power will
show you how to take control, change your attitudes and create a future of
success. When you change your thinking - you change your life! One step at a time
the bestselling author, James Borg, shows readers how to * *Develop an awareness
of their thinking style and alter their mind-set. *Take control of fear and anxiety.
*Manage your mind-induced stress and anger. *Harness the limitless powers of
your memory. *Develop powerful 'inner' and 'outer' talk to change outcomes.
*Open your mind to a positive 'make it happen' attitude. *Improve your
relationships with other people in your personal and business life. James Borg is a
practising work psychologist and business consultant. His quest for 'Mind Power'
started at an early age as he tried out techniques for getting the brain to process
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complicated calculations - he was soon able to recite multiplication tables from 2 to
1000 and perform feats of mental arithmetic. James also became interested in
magic at a young age and was admitted as one of the youngest-ever members of
the Magic Circle.

Little Book Of Mind-Power
Many of us have heard that thoughts create reality, that everything is the
manifestation of what we think. How exactly does that work? To explain that, we
can use abstract concepts that don't really mean anything, or we can use logic
based on well known aspects of our minds - psychology."Mind Power" does just
that, as well as prepares your mind to use its full potential. Break your limits just
by applying simple concepts presented in this book.

Thyroid Mind Power
A common sense New Age guide to using your mind effectively to improve your
life.

Mind Power Mastery: Mind Power: Use Powerful Mind Power,
Relaxation, and Anchoring Techniques to Get the Life You
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Want.
The Power of Your Subconscious Mind will open a world of success, happiness,
prosperity, and peace for you. It is one of the most brilliant and beloved spiritual
self-help works of all time which can help you heal yourself, banish your fears,
sleep better, enjoy better relationships and just feel happier. The techniques are
simple and results come quickly. You can improve your relationships, your
finances, your physical well-being. In this book, the author fuses his spiritual
wisdom and scientific research to bring to light how the sub-conscious mind can be
a major influence on our daily lives. Once you understand your subconscious mind,
you can also control or get rid of the various phobias that you may have in turn
opening a brand new world of positive energy.

Student Mind Power
This eBook edition of "Mind Power" has been formatted to the highest digital
standards and adjusted for readability on all devices. "I wish to invite you to the
consideration of a great principle of Nature—a great natural force that manifests
its activities in the phenomena of Dynamic Mentation—a great Something the
energies of which I have called MIND-POWER." My thought on the subject is based
upon the fundamental conception that THERE EXISTS IN NATURE A DYNAMIC
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MENTAL PRINCIPLE—A MIND-POWER—PERVADING ALL SPACE—IMMANENT IN ALL
THINGS—MANIFESTING IN AN INFINITE VARIETY OF FORMS, DEGREES, AND
PHASES. I hold that this energy, or force, or dynamic principle, is no respecter of
persons. Its service, like that of the sun and rain, and all natural forces, is open to
all—just and unjust; good and bad; high and low; rich and poor. It responds to the
proper efforts, no matter by whom exerted, or for what purpose called into effect.
But the proper effort must be exerted, consciously or unconsciously, else there will
be no operation of the force." - William Walker Atkinson William Walker Atkinson
(1862-1932) was a prolific writer. His works treat themes related to the mental
world, occultism, divination, psychic reality, and mankind's nature. They constitute
a basis for what Atkinson called "New Psychology" or "New Thought".

Healing with Mind Power
Mind Power and Privileges
Traders worldwide have come to rely on the advice of Ruth Barrons Roosevelt, a
renowned psychological trading coach and successful futures trader. In Mind
Power, Roosevelt builds on the information she dispensed in previous books,
drawing the wisdom from her regular online column. As with all Roosevelt's
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insights, this book expands on tips, tools, and explorations she uses. Roosevelt
stresses that the human mind is a powerful engine that can drive your trading
success. In Mind Power, she lays out the steps and exercise that will lead to
profitable trading and investing. Discover what thousands of others have already
have: Roosevelt can help you turn your powerful ideas into positive action!

Spiritual Mind Power Affirmations
Mind Power
This fun, step-by-step course will change the way you think. Written by Dr. Edward
de Bono - the internationally celebrated pioneer of "lateral thinking" techniques you'll find indispensable thinking tools to discover your creative ability, reassess
your perception of familiar ideas and associations, and devise tactics to solve
problems.

Subconscious Mind Power How to Use the Hidden Power of
Your Subconscious Mind
Learn how you can double your mind power and use it for everything from healing
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yourself or others to developing psychic powers, when you get The Truth About
Mind Power by William W. Hewitt. Did you ever stop to wonder about the difference
between you and a genius? It is simply that the genius has learned how to use a
greater percentage of his or her mind. The Truth About Mind Power shows you
how—with a little work, determination, and persistence—you really can double
your mind power. You will learn specific self-hypnosis exercises for enhancing
attitude, memory, mind expansion, mental energizing, and meditation. The real-life
examples given throughout The Truth About Mind Power will demonstrate that you,
too, can increase your mind power—safely and easily. ·Double your mind power
with simple and effective techniques ·Find out how mind power has been used to
promote self-healing, enhance self-esteem, and reach the creative state
·Automatically program your subconscious mind for success, with a simple change
in attitude ·Stretch your mind through investigating such possible realities as
reincarnation, ghosts, UFOs, and ETs ·Use self-hypnosis to promote meditation,
memory, training, exploration of the past ·Bring about genius states ·Increase
memory Experts on matters dealing with the mind estimate that most people use
only one to two percent of their mental ability in their entire lifetime, with the
average being closer to one percent. If you learn to gain a mere one percent
growth in your mind power, you will have doubled it. Everyone is capable of this
and more. You can learn to do this when you get The Truth About Mind Power.

Mind Power Into the 21st Century*
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Subconscious processing accounts for 95% - 99% of your mental activity whilst you
are awake. Consider that; more than 95% of the processes being run by your brain
at this very moment, are outside of your conscious awareness. This book gives you
access to that 95%, by showing you how to hack into your own subconscious and
take your success to the next level. You get the 21 Powerful Keys to Subconscious
Mind Power. The ideas in this guide shall allow you to bolster your power,
charisma, peace, effectiveness, health and prosperity. You shall learn the 21 ways
to connect with the subconscious, and then your power shall grow.

Mind-Power: The Secret Of Mental Magic
You "run" on 10% of your mind. Imagine what you could do with the other 90%.
TOTAL MIND POWER is a foolproof, effortless, step-by-step procedure for using the
"idling" 90% of your mind to solve specific practical problems Learn
Quickly.Remember Names.Stop Smoking.Enjoy Sex.Lose Weight.Retard
Aging.Improve Health. Increase Memory Control. Developed from the latest
scientific research, TOTAL MIND POWER is not a theory, not a meditative program
or self-help peptalk - it is practicing physician's proven method of focusing
awareness for short period of time to achieve increased mind-power immediately.
It works and it will work for you. www.totalmindpower.com
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